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Deployment

Overview

The Tidal Migrations discovery process gathers and assesses data from several

distinct sources. These sources include, server (physical or virtual)

infrastructure, database engines (Oracle, SQLServer, etc.), vSphere, application

source code files, DNS configuration and web-based application and services

network endpoints. For each of these sources, access requirements are kept

to what is minimally required. If certain sources are not available or applicable

to your project, they are not required.

Implementation

There are several options available in deploying Tidal Migrations into your

environment. It is best to choose the one that is simplest and easiest for you,

and that meets all of our own security and operational requirements.

Depending on the deployment pattern you choose to use, you can obtain the

software from several sources:

● AWS Marketplace - EC2 based

○ This allows you to deploy an EC2 instance in your AWS account,

and control and operate the discovery process to your source

environment from there.

● Azure Marketplace - Virtual Machine based
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https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-uicif637zwja2
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-CA/marketplace/apps/tidal-migrations.tidal_tools?tab=overview
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○ This allows you to deploy an EC2 instance in your AWS account,

and control and operate the discovery process to your source

environment from there.

● GCP Marketplace - Virtual Machine

○ This allows you to deploy a virtual machine in your project, and

control and operate the discovery process to your source

environment from there.

● Tidal Migrations Appliance - OVA-based deployment

○ This allows you to deploy a virtual machine in a virtual

environment of your choice, and control and operate the

discovery process to your source environment from there.

● Install on any device

○ This allows you to install the needed software on any device

running Linux, Windows or macOS. It can be a personal laptop,

physical or virtual server, and you can control and operate the

discovery process to your source environment from there.

○ The required software installation includes:

■ Tidal Tools

■ Machine-Stats

■ Docker

■ Optionally - DNS Tools or Nmap
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https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/product/tidal-migrations-public/tidal-tools
https://guides.tidalmg.com/tidal-tools.html
http://get.tidal.sh
http://github.com/tidalmigrations/machine_stats
https://docs.docker.com/engine/install/
https://dnstools.ninja/download/
https://nmap.org/download
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Scenario A - Tidal Tools Azure VM

Deploy to an Azure Subscription, with connectivity to the on-premise

environment being migrated.
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Scenario B - Tidal Tools VM

Deploy to a virtual machine within the on-premises environment being

migrated.
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Scenario C - Tidal Tools Locally

Install needed tools on any device and connect to the on-premises

environment being migrated.

Other implementations are also possible such that the required connectivity

is established.
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Network Connectivity

Outbound connectivity

Outbound connectivity is required to get the data from your source

environment to the Tidal Migrations platform.

This can be done in multiple ways, either directly or indirectly. If direct, then

outbound connectivity is required from the location running Tidal Migrations

software in your environment. If indirect, data must be transferred from the

source to another location that has outbound connectivity.

The data must be transmitted to the Tidal Migrations platform via port 443

over HTTPS.

HTTPS (port 443) access to *.tidalmg.com (If not wildcard access, access to

app.tidalmg.com and your_workspace_name.tidalmg.com is needed.)

To run source code analysis and database analysis, access to gcr.io is needed

to download docker images used for the analysis.

HTTPS (port 443) access to gcr.io
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On-Premise internal connectivity

Infrastructure Data

Machine Stats, Tidal Migrations’ discovery tool, requires connectivity to any

servers (virtual or physical ) in scope for the project to capture telemetry data

from the infrastructure.

Windows Servers

For Windows servers, there are two connectivity options available.

WMI method

This option uses a dynamic range of ports, via Windows DCOM.

- Port 135 opens inbound to the machine where Tidal Migrations is

running.

- Ports 1024 - 65535 open outbound by default, from any of the in scope

Windows servers for which telemetry is being collected. Alternatively,

WMI can be configured to explicitly use a fixed port. See this Microsoft

documentation for how to configure that. In such case, only that

specific port is needed.

winRM method

This option requires port 5985 and 5986 to be open, between the target

servers and the server running Machine Stats.

Unix Servers

Port 22 is needed to establish SSH connectivity. If SSH is on a non-default

port, access is needed on the port it is running on.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/wmisdk/setting-up-a-fixed-port-for-wmi
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/wmisdk/setting-up-a-fixed-port-for-wmi
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Database Analysis

Network connectivity to all the databases in scope should be established via

the port on which the databases accept incoming connections. The default

ports for common databases include:

Oracle 1521

SQLServer 1433

Postgres 5432

MySQL 3306

Web Application Analysis

This discovery and analysis requires connectivity on all ports that are used to

server HTTP/HTTPS web applications and services. The defaults are ports 80

and 443.

vSphere Integration

This integration requires connectivity to any vSphere VCenter servers, where

the VCenter API is served from.

Default is port 443.

Authorization

Source Code Analysis

To perform the analysis, read access for the application source code files is

required. The source code files can be copied, and the analysis run, from any
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machine. Source code analysis does not require any network or connectivity

access to any running environments.

Database Analysis

Tidal Migrations’ database analysis is based on certain roles granted to the

database user that is permitted to access and capture certain metadata from

the databases. No access to the data held in the databases is required. The

specific database user roles that are required for database analyses are

defined in the script detailed on this link.

Infrastructure Data - vSphere Integration

A read-only user account with access to vCenter. See the guides for more

information.

Infrastructure Data - Machine Stats

The code that is executed against all the servers is open source and can be

reviewed on GitHub.

Windows servers

To collect the data fromWindows servers a Windows user or domain account

with access to execute unsigned Powershell scripts on any of the in-scope

Windows servers is required.

Note, Machine Stats is deliberately unsigned in order to allow the code to be

inspected or customized or modified as required.
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https://guides.tidalmg.com/analyze-database.html#oracle-user
https://guides.tidalmg.com/analyze-database.html#oracle-user
https://guides.tidalmg.com/vsphere.html
https://guides.tidalmg.com/vsphere.html
http://github.com/tidalmigrations/machine_stats
http://github.com/tidalmigrations/machine_stats
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Unix servers

Requires an OS (Linux, AIX, etc.) user account to authenticate to the server,

either via a private key or password. User access requires the ability to invoke

Python (version 2.6 or newer) on all of the target servers.

Data collected

Source Code Analysis

Identifies and captures the languages used, different versions of software

libraries used, and the filenames that match specific patterns identified

throughout the source code. Tidal Migrations software does not transfer or

move the source code anywhere. It is only read from where it is presented.

Database Analysis

Tidal Migrations’ database analysis captures details about database

implementation, data types, database features, columns types , views,

functions, application connection history, etc. Database metrics, including the

following, are also collected:

- Server architecture

- CPU count

- Storage used

- RAM allocated

- Maximum storage requests

- Maximum storage throughput

- SGA size
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- Maximum number of sessions

- Number of sessions used

User and application data within databases is not queried.

Infrastructure Data

Several data points are collected from either Machine Stats or the vSphere

integration:

- IP addresses

- Internal URLs

- DNS records

- Technology names and versions identified

- Disk storage usage and allocations

- CPU type

- CPU count

- Hostname

- FQDN

- Operating system names and versions

- RAM Allocated (GB)

- RAM Used (GB)

- Total Virtual Memory

- Total Visible Memory

- Storage Allocated (GB)

- Storage Used (GB)

- CPU Count

- CPU Name

- CPU Description

- CPU L2 Cache Size
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- CPU L3 Cache Size

- CPU Utilization

- CPU Socket Designation

These data points may be collected as a single point in time observation or as

a time series (up to 30 days) depending on customer requirements.
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AWS SCT
AWS SCT getting started guide

Privileges for Microsoft SQL Server as a source

Appendix
User documentation for installation and discovery process

guides.tidalmg.com

Machine Stats source code and installation and documentation instructions

github.com/tidalmigrations/machine_stats

Tidal Migrations Security Information

tidalmigrations.com/security
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https://docs.aws.amazon.com/SchemaConversionTool/latest/userguide/CHAP_GettingStarted.html
http://guides.tidalmg.com
http://github.com/tidalmigrations/machine_stats
http://tidalmigrations.com/security

